
With the new RAPID Client you now have the ability to resize your screen.

However, the ability to resize your screen requires additional scrolling and toogling.

This inspector as more than 18 inspections, however, without maneuvering the scroll bars he can’t see them.

These “Outer Vertical & Horizontal Scroll Bars”

control the “Inner Scroll Bars” which allow you to

manipulate and see more of your screen.



1. First let’s move the horizontal scroll bar at the bottom to the far right.

As you can see there are 2

2. And now we see the Inner Vertical Scroll Bar, which will

allow you to scroll down to observe the additional

inspections.



3. When we scroll down on the inner Vertical Scroll Bar, we now see the other 17 inspections.

In addition to the 2 vertical scroll bars, you may also have to manipulate the horizontal to either see additional information or perform an

action.



By moving the vertical scroll bar down and the

horizontal scroll bar to the right we are able to see

more of the Participant screen.



With the vertical scroll bar pulled down and the

horizontal scroll bar pulled to the right more of the

screen is available and we now can see the “Save”

and “Cancel” buttons.



Once again, as we see on this screen, the Comment

Field is only partially shown, while the Save and

Reset buttons are hidden. Scrolling the vertical bar

down and the horizontal bar to the right will show

these hidden buttons.



Here on the Site screen we see unlike other screens,

the vertical scroll bars are not side by side, however,

in order to view and/or add more deficiencies you

will need to move both scroll bars.



Having moved the scroll bars we now see additional

deficiencies as well as the Record Area

Measurement button.



Following is a screen shot of an inspector’s tablet prior to an inspection. As you can see most of the screen is taken up by the RAPID

application. However if you click on the square (see the enlarged box) in the upper right hand corner, you can minimize and resize the

screen. This can also be accomplished by taking your cursor and dragging the edges of the application (the area highlighted by the red box) to

a smaller size.



Now that we have resized the screen, we can see more of the desktop and icons like the keyboard.



Following is a screen shot of how the RAPID application will look on your DCD if you resize the screen utilizing the resolution function. As you

can see the image takes over the entire screen, as such, attempting to resize your screen in this manner is not advisable.



Here is another example of how resizing your screen with the resolution functionality will limit your ability, even while manipulating the

scroll bars, to see your entire screen. With the screen resolution at its lowest setting, the user is only able to see 2 of the 3 options (the “NA”

option can’t be seen). More importantly, usage of the horizontal scroll bar will not resolve this issue.



To ensure you have the resolution set at a preference to account for your eyesight as well as usage of the RAPID application, please:

1. Right-click on the desktop and select “Personalize”

2. Click on “Display” in the lower right-hand corner

3. On the left-hand side, click on “Adjust Resolution” – increase the size until you can see those missing buttons (screen shot below)


